
 

Final List of Rejected Candidates (After Scrutiny of Requisite Documents) for the Post of Assistant Professor 

(College Cadre) in Political Science  in the Department of (Higher Education), Himachal Pradesh.  

                                                                                          ************* 

Sr. No. Roll No Appl. No. Name of the Candidate Reason(S) for rejection 

1. 111030 770132 Pooja For want of essential qualification i.e (i) NET/ 

SET certificate or Ph. D degree with a proof of 

having passed Ph. D in compliance of the UGC 

(minimum standard and procedure for award of   

Ph.D degree) regulation 2009 . 

(ii) latest OBC certificate on parental basis.  
2. 111139 766053 Kirti  Kumari For want of essential qualification i.e NET/ SET 

certificate in General category as she qualified SET in 

ST category (relaxed standard) and posts of ST 

category was not advertised. Therefore, her 

candidature cannot be considered against general 

category.  

3. 111141 775551 Sudesh For want of essential qualification i.e NET/ SET 

certificate in General category as claimed in online 

application.  
4. 111151 752872 Praveen Kumar For want of essential qualification i.e.(i) NET/ SET 

certificate or Ph. D degree with a proof of having 

passed  Ph. D. degree  in compliance of the UGC 

(minimum standard and procedure for award of   Ph.D. 

degree) regulation 2009. 

ii)  Latest OBC certificate.  

5. 111167 769276 Bhavana For want of essential qualification i.e( i) NET/ SET 

certificate or Ph. D degree with a proof of having 

passed  Ph. D. degree  in compliance of the UGC 

(minimum standard and procedure for award of   Ph.D 

degree) regulation 2009. 

(ii) Latest OBC certificate which should be on parental 

basis.  

6. 111326 771052 Kamini Negi For want of essential qualification i.e NET/ SET 

certificate in General category as claimed in online 

application. 

 

7. 111353 774482 Ranjana Devi For want of requisite documents to prove her eligibility 

for the posts as claimed in online application. 

8. 111355 772866 Rita Rani Rehalia For want of essential qualification i.e. (i)  NET/ SET 

certificate or Ph. D degree with a proof of having 

passed Ph. D. degree in compliance of the UGC 

(minimum standard and procedure for award of   Ph.D 

degree) regulation 2009.  

(ii) Latest OBC certificate on parental basis. 

9.  111396 778592 Arvind Dahiya For want of essential qualification i.e NET/ SET 

certificate in General category as claimed in online 

application. 
10. 111463 769966 Ranjana Devi For want of essential qualification i.e.(i) Consolidated 

detail marks certificate of Master degree in Pol. 

Science as a proof of having passed master degree with 

55% marks.  

(ii) NET/ SET certificate or Ph. D degree with a proof 

of having passed  Ph. D. degree  in compliance of the 

UGC (minimum standard and procedure for award of   

Ph.D degree) regulation 2009. 

(III) latest OBC certificate on parental basis   . 

11 111473 775727 Ajay Kumar Kushwaha For want of essential qualification i.e.  detail marks  

certificate of  M. A. as a proof of having passed master 

degree with 55% marks  and  NET certificate in 

general category as per claim in online application. 
12. 111522 774944 Ekta  For want of essential qualification i.e NET/ SET 

certificate in General category as claimed in online 

application. 

 


